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Simon Buckingham Shum is Professor of Learning Informatics at the University of Technology Sydney, where he directs the Connected Intelligence 
Centre. His research focuses on learning analytics for higher order competencies such as academic writing, collaboration and learning dispositions. 

Simon Knight is a Research Fellow in Writing Analytics at the Connected Intelligence Centre, University of Technology Sydney. His research focuses on 
the relationship of analytics to epistemology, pedagogy and assessment, discourse analytics, and epistemic cognition, particularly around information 
seeking. 

Andrew Gibson is a Research Fellow in Writing Analytics at the Connected Intelligence Centre. His research focuses on reflective writing analytics for 
psychosocial meaning, and he has written software that utilise a range of natural language processing and machine learning techniques for this purpose. 
With an additional interest in transdisciplinarity, he works across both educational and computational domains. 

Adam Aitken is a Research Fellow in Writing Analytics at the Connected Intelligence Centre. A published poet and non-fiction writer, he has worked in 
teaching creative writing and cultural studies, as well as and in English language support roles in Business, Design History, and Science. His current focus 
is how writing analytics can assist the teaching of academic language and literacy. 

Philippa Ryan is a Barrister, and Lecturer at the University of Technology Sydney, bringing expertise in commercial equity, in particular the liability of third 
parties to a breach of trust. She has a keen interest in improving the learning experience of Law students, particularly the quality of their writing, and has 
been piloting a writing analytics tool. 
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UTS CONNECTED INTELLIGENCE CENTRE 

CIC catalyses the use of data and analytics 
among UTS students, educators, 
researchers and leaders 

We teach human-centred data science • 
design analytics tools for UTS • evaluate 
these • disseminate internally and globally 

We aim to shape debate on big data in 
education, and human-centred analytics 
in society 

utscic.edu.au 



CAUTIONARY NOTE:  
LEARNING ANALYTICS ARE NOT NEUTRAL  

What kinds of learner activity do 
the analytics value by tracking it?  
(so what is not valued?)  

Do the analytics value the same 
things as the official assessment 
regime? 

Do learners see the analytics? 
What does this say about the 
pedagogy? 

epistemology 

pedagogy assessment 

the 
middle 

space of  
learning analytics 

Knight, S., Buckingham Shum, S. and Littleton, K. (2014). Epistemology, Assessment, Pedagogy: Where Learning Meets Analytics in the Middle Space. Journal of 
Learning Analytics, 1, (2), pp.23-47. http://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/journals/index.php/JLA/article/download/3538/4156  
Knight, S. and Buckingham Shum, S. (In Press). Theory & Learning Analytics. Handbook of Learning Analytics & Educational Data Mining.  



WRITING ANALYTICS AS AN EXEMPLAR 
OF OUR APPROACH TO LEARNING 

ANALYTICS FOR GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES 

1. Reflective academic writing (Engineering; Pharmacy) 
 

2. Analytical academic writing (Civil Law) 



THE NEED 

Timely 
feedback at 
scale + 
actionable 
feedback on 
their writing 

AWA tagged 
sentences 
output 



REFLECTIVE WRITING 

Self disclosure to another (esp. an academic) 
is not natural or easy 
 
Unlike ’normal’ academic writing RW uses 
’moves’ for  
 
1. Personal/affective reflexivity (self critique) 
 
2. Focus on purposeful analysis of personally 
significant challenge or problem 
 
3. Identifying evidence and need for personal 
change in response  

DEPTH/ 
significance 

External Context 

Challenge: 
Internal + external 

Personal  
change (re-
imagining 
the future 

Experiential narrative / self-critique 
 

Evidence of 
learning 



LANGUAGE ANALYSIS 





REFLECTIVE WRITING ANALYTICS 
•  Computational detection of 

features which are informed by 
theory 

•  Output analytics can be linked 
to framework 

•  Not just the reporting of 
analytical ‘facts’ 

•  What could be useful to the 
writer? 

 
Problem: text is unstructured, 
context is beyond text, meaning is 
inferred. 



HOW STUDENTS RESPONDED 

 
Drawing attention to emotional 
language is helpful.  
Guide for what the markers are 
looking for.  
FB is instantaneous.  
 
 
Variability between disciplines   
Lack of context in the feedback 
 
 

It is nice to get the coloured icons to 
identify the different types of sentences. 
However, I don’t agree that there needs 
to be an equal number of each type. 

It might be helpful when it is an 
unfinished draft, i.e. for students looking 
for ideas and what to improve. It does 
help a little to review a specific part of 
the assignment. However the software 
still does not take into account the 
context of the written piece. 



REFLECTIVE WRITING ANALYTICS: NEXT STEPS 

•  Can the feedback be actionable for 
ALL students? How specialised can 
we make the software?  

•  Can feedback be contextualised? 
What kind of contexts? 

•  What kinds of feedback will most 
encourage students to write drafts? 

•  What kinds of feedback will most 
encourage students to think about 
their writing? 



WRITING ANALYTICS AS AN EXEMPLAR 
OF OUR APPROACH TO LEARNING 

ANALYTICS FOR GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES 

1. Reflective academic writing (Engineering; Pharmacy) 
 

2. Analytical academic writing (Civil Law) 



ACADEMIC WRITING FOR LAW: THE NEED 

•  Analytical writing a core professional and learning skill 
(National Commission On Writing, 2003; OECD & Statistics Canada, 2010) 

•  Writing key ‘tool of the trade’ in law – key to learning to think 
like a lawyer (Beazley, 2004) 

•  But disconnect between legal-education and practice 
(MacCrate report, Carnegie report)  



THE MOTIVATION 

•  Mis-alignment between student and instructor assessments  
(Bjork, Dunlosky, & Kornell, 2013) 

•  When students are taught to calibrate their self-reviews to 
instructor defined assessment criteria, their learning outcomes 
improve (Boud, Lawson, & Thompson, 2013, 2015) 

•  Benchmarking 

•  Automated writing evaluation systems 
 



AWA design: Discourse indicators of rhetorical 
moves characterising research problems 
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

Recent studies indicate … 

… the previously proposed … 

… is universally accepted ...  

 

 

 

 

NOVELTY 

... new insights provide direct evidence ... 

... we suggest a new ... approach ... 

... results define a novel role ... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OPEN QUESTION/MISSING INFORMATION 
… little is known … 

… role … has been elusive 
Current data is insufficient … 

TREND 
... emerging as a promising approach  

Our understanding ... has grown 
exponentially ... 

... growing recognition of the importance ... 

CONTRASTING IDEAS 
… unorthodox view resolves … 
paradoxes … 
In contrast with previous 
hypotheses ... 

... inconsistent with past 
findings ... 

SIGNIFICANCE 
studies ... have provided important 
advances 
Knowledge ... is crucial for ... understanding 

valuable information ... from studies 

SURPRISE 
We have recently observed ... surprisingly 

We have identified ... unusual 
The recent discovery ... suggests intriguing roles 

SIGNALLING AUTHOR INTENT 
The goal of this study ... 

Here, we show ... 
Altogether, our results ... indicate 



Example AWA Report 



Alignment of AWE to rubric – for example: 

 (S) (C) Drawing upon the scholarship, this paper will argue that 
Australian court staff should consider using social media to increase 
confidence in the judiciary.	

Statement of thesis & essay plan – Summary & Contrast 

Identification of relevant issues - Emphasis 
(E) Firstly, the issue is of general importance, and the fact that 
attempts are commonly made in corporate insolvencies to rely on this 
form of liability, makes a proper understanding of the second limb 
important, lest its application prove unjust.	



Example sentences from civil law essays, 
classified by XIP and rendered in AWA 



Benchmarking 

•  Engagement with criteria and exemplars 

•  Alignment between instructor-student-student(s) 

•  Diagnostic insight 



Benchmarking 



STUDENT FEEDBACK 
•  Useful to reflect 
•  Highlighting (and 

lack of) targets 
attention 

•  Sentence-level 
helps see 
structure and style 

•  Immediate & not 
embarrassing 

 

•  Accuracy 
concerns 

•  False sense of 
security? 

When I compared […] essays, I didn’t see much difference in the stats 
analysed by the software – all my work seemed to have quite low 
detection rates of ‘importance’, yet on some I got 60%, while others 95%. 

[like human feedback] it is something to reflect on and consider in order to 
make decisions whether implementing the suggestions/feedback will 
improve your piece of writing, or your writing generally. 

Said feedback was instructive…“ because of the way the information is 
presented by breaking down the sentences and clearly marking those that 
are salient as being contrast or position etc 

I realise now what descriptive writing is - the software had quite a bit to 
say about my lack of justification - also true - pressed for time and difficult 
circumstances have caused this for me in this instance - good to see it 
sampled.  



NEXT STEPS 

Knight, S., Buckingham Shum, S., Ryan, P., Sándor, Á., & Wang, X. (Forthcoming). Academic Writing Analytics 
for Civil Law: Participatory Design Through Academic and Student Engagement. International Journal of 
Artificial Intelligence in Education. https://doi.org/10.1007/s40593-016-0120-1 

Actionable feedback Analysis of benchmarking data  
[and quality of feedback given – feedback feedback]  

Sequence mining (see below)  Parser developments 



Phillipa Ryan 
 

Barrister & Lecturer 
Faculty of Law 

Thank You! Questions? ☺ 
learn more at utscic.edu.au 

utscic.edu.au/tools/awa  
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Webinar Session feedback: 
 
 
 
With thanks from your hosts 
 

Professor Geoff Crisp,  
PVC Education, University of New South Wales 
g.crisp[at]unsw.edu.au 
 

Dr Mathew Hillier,  
Office of the Vice-Provost Learning & Teaching 
Monash University 
mathew.hillier[at]monash.edu 
 
Recording available  
http://transformingassessment.com 
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